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Who I am... My expert experience

• Two doctorates, in molecular biology and biochemistry, and docentship in biochemistry

• 22 years (1992-2013) at STUK - Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority in Finland

• 2003-2007 as Head of Radiation Biology Laboratory

• 2000-2013 as Research Professor

• Assistant Professor at Harvard Medical School, USA 1997-1999

• Guangbiao Professor at Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China 2006-2009

• Visiting Professor at Swinburne University of Technology, Melbourne, Australia 2012/2013

• Testified in hearings in US Senate (2009) and Canadian Parliament (2015)

• Participated in IARC 2011 classification of carcinogenicity of cell phone radiation

• Advised e.g. Parliament of Finland, US National Academies, WHO, IARC, BfS, ICNIRP, Swiss 
National Foundation, etc…
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Tiede-lehti; May 30, 2011
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Scientific evidence for health risk
• Lack of the conclusive proof

• Lack of scientific consensus

• Smart phones changed exposure patterns but 

nobody admits it

• Lack of research on wi-fi



IARC evaluation in 2011

• 30 invited experts divided into four sub-groups

• Dosimetry

• Epidemiology

• Animal studies

• Mechanistic laboratory in vitro studies

• Decisions by a consensus or by a simple majority

• The vast majority of 30 experts voted for the classification of 
cell phone radiation as a possible carcinogen (Group 2B)
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IARC 2011: Epidemiology

• Interphone & Hardell studies

• no reliable exposure data based 
on person’s memory

• risk increase in long-term avid 
users

• Children – only CEFALO

• exposures for 2-4 years

• has no statistical power to detect 
small risk

• Bruce Armstrong, Australia

• Maria Blettner, Germany

• Elisabeth Cardis, Spain

• Lennart Hardell, Sweden

• Peter Inskip, USA

• David Richardson, USA

• Martin Roosli, Switzerland

• Jonathan Sammet, USA

• Malcolm Sim, Australia

• Jack Siemiatycki, Canada, Chair
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...after IARC: Epidemiology

• Trend-data - Little et al. 2012: slow rise of brain cancer cases in USA

• trend is similar to Interphone “prediction” but not Hardell “prediction”

• Danish Cohort update study 2011 – no effect

• no exposure data but just  the length of phone subscription with service 
provider

• Million Women study 2014 - no effect but exposure data inadequate

• use of cell phone: ‘never’, ‘less than once a day’, ‘every day’

• CERENAT study from France 2014 – effect as in Interphone and Hardell

• no reliable exposure data based on person’s memory
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Epidemiological evidence supports cancer risk

• IARC classification was based on the results of Interphone and Hardell studies

• In 2014, a new epidemiological study was published - the French CERENAT

• The French study reached similar conclusions as Interphone and Hardell 

previously – long term avid use of cell phone increases a risk of developing 

brain cancer

• Now, there are three replications of the same epidemiological type of study, 

the case-control study, that all suggest the cell phone radiation might increase 

risk of developing brain cancer but, even if this observation is correct…

• NOT EVERYONE will develop brain cancer
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All epidemiology studies have completely 
unreliable exposure data 

• All epidemiology studies have completely unreliable exposure data 

• Length of calls or length of phone subscription with service provider or 
saying whether you ever or never used cell phone, does not inform about 
the real exposure of the cell phone user.

• Using the above ”exposure data”, persons with very different radiation 
exposures are placed in the same exposed group for statistical 
evaluation. This dilutes results!

• Ongoing cohort study COSMOS collects exposure data as length of calls!

• There is a way to collect real exposure data by using apps installed on 
currently used smart phones
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IARC evaluation: Human studies
• Lack of studies examining biochemical responses of human tissues (!)

• Single skin proteomics study 

• Two studies examined glucose metabolism in the brain

• EHS is no cancer so it was not examined but… the vast majority are “feelings” studies

• Subjects asked how they feel and do they feel when radiation is on/off

• EHS must exist – question is only what is radiation cut-off level

• Otherwise EMF would be the only factor not causing individual sensitivity

• Problem of EHS – studied by psychologists not physiologists – wrong methods

• WHO definition of health – how to consider it? IARC classification justifies reasoning for 
“mental and social well-being” 
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IARC 2011: Animal studies

• No classical toxicology possible

• Not possible to overdose cell phone radiation because of heating effect 

• By classical toxicology standards RF would be judged as harmful to humans

• Life-time exposures to radiation at doses similar to those emitted by cell 
phones show no effect – result is useless for human health risk estimation

• Misleading claims that because animal studies, performed with cell phone 
radiation levels, do not show effects means that people are safe

• Co-carcinogen studies show some effects – cell phone radiation might 
potentiate effects of carcinogenic chemicals or radiation

• Just published: Tillmann 2010 confirmed by Lerchl 2015!
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IARC 2011: Mechanistic studies

Laboratory evidence was 

considered, by voting (no consensus) 

as insufficient to support/show 

mechanism of cell phone radiation 

effects

• Igor Belyaev, Slovakia

• Carl Blackman, USA

• Rene de Seze, France

• Jean-Francois Dore, France

• Jukka Juutilainen, Finland

• Dariusz Leszczynski, Finland

• James McNamee, Canada

• Junji Miyakoshi, Japan

• Christopher Portier, USA, Chair

• Luc Verschaeve, Belgium

• Vijayalaxmi
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Mechanism of some of the biological effects: 
Cellular stress response
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Cell 

proliferation 

and 

expression 

of cancer 

regularory 

genes

Leszczynski et al. 2002

Caraglia et al. 2005

Friedman et al. 2007

Buttiglione et al. 2007

Yu et al. 2008

Lee et al. 2008
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In my opinion, the currently available

scientific evidence is sufficient to upgrade

the carcinogenicity of cell phone radiation

from the possible carcinogen (Group 2B) to

the probable carcinogen (Group 2A)



Invoking the Precautionary Principle

“Whether or not to invoke the Precautionary Principle is a
decision exercised where scientific information is
insufficient, inconclusive, or uncertain and where there are
indications that the possible effects on environment, or
human, animal or plant health may be potentially
dangerous and inconsistent with the chosen level of
protection.”
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Reasons for invoking the Precautionary Principle

Scientific information is insufficient, inconclusive, or uncertain

• IARC classification as possible carcinogen (Group 2B)

There are indications that the possible effects on human health may be
potentially dangerous

• epidemiological studies from Interphone, Hardell and CERENAT show
an increased risk of brain cancer in long-term avid users

Inconsistent with the chosen level of protection

• epidemiological studies, showing increased risk in long-term avid
users, were generated in populations using regular cell phones,
meeting current safety standards = current safety standards are
insufficient to protect users
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Smart phones - changed exposure patterns 
• Other parts of body over-exposed

• Exposure from phone kept in pocket does not 

comply with safety standards

• Data traffic extends and relocates exposures

• STUK in Finland knows it but does not inform users
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Wi-fi exposures
• Lack of research on wi-fi

• 10 experimental studies

• 12 other studies

• No scientific data to answer health risk qquestion

• Per analogiam: wi-fi radiation similar to cell phone

• Schools should have only wired internet connections



Conclusions

• IARC classification of cell phone radiation as a possible carcinogen is
a sufficient reason for invoking Precautionary Principle

• Claims that the current safety standards protect all users are not
supported by the scientific evidence

• Users should be informed about the current scientific uncertainty and
advised to limit exposures whenever possible and feasible and
strongly discouraged from keeping cell phones close to body (in
pockets) especially when data traffic is active
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